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Calypso

Quilt size: 86" x 110"
18 Shoo�y blocks 12" x 12"

17 Star blocks 12" x 12"
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Fabric collection created by Ro Gregg for Paintbrush Studio
Quilt Designed by Jean Ann Wright

Cutting
Note: In cutting, “wof” means width of fabric from selvedge to selvedge (measuring approximately 42" wide.

Style 120-4201 (large allover �owers and dragon�ies, citrus)
 Cut (9) 82" x wof strips, sew together end-to-end and recut into (2) side borders 82" x 922" and (2) top/bottom 

borders 82" x 862" for outside borders

Styles 120-4202, 120-4211, 120-4212, 120-4213, 120-4214, 120-4215, 120-4222, 120-4232, 120-4241, 120-4242, 
120-4261, 120-4262, 120-4263, 120-4275, 120-4276, 120-4277, 120-4278, 120-4279

 From each of the (18) fat eighths listed cut (1) 42" square and (2) 4f" squares for shoo�y blocks

Style 120-4221 (Packed leaves, citrus)
 Cut (2) 42" x wof strips, recut into (17) 42" squares

Style 120-4231 (Dragon�ies, turquoise)
 Cut (6) 4f" x wof strips, using triangle template A and referring to the cutting diagram, cut 80 triangles

Style 120-4251 (Circle stripe, white)
 Cut (8) 42" x wof strips, recut into (72) 42" squares
 Cut (4) 42" x wof strips, recut into (10) 42" x 122" rectangles
 Cut (3) pieces, each  2q yards long and sew together selvedge to selvedge for quilt backing

Style 120-4252 (Circle stripe, magenta)
 Cut (10) 12" x wof strips, sew together end-to-end and recut into (2) 12" x 922" side borders and (2) 12" x 702" 

top/bottom borders
 Cut (12) 24" x wof strips, sew together end-to-end for binding

Style 120-4270 (starburst background, white)
 Cut (8) 42" x wof strips, using triangle template B and referring to the cutting diagram, cut (82) triangles; then reverse 

the template tocut (82) additional triangles for a total of (164) triangles
 Cut (12) 42" x wof strips, recut into (68) 42" squares for star blocks; plus (36) 42" squares and
 Cut (1) 42" x wof strip, recut into (4) 42" x 82" rectangles for inner borders

Style 120-4271 (starburst background, yellow)
 Cut (2) 4f" x wof strips, recut into (10) 4f" squares for shoo�y blocks

Style 120-4272 (starburst background, light blue)
 Cut (1) 4f" x wof strips, recut into (8) 4f" squares for shoo�y blocks

Style 120-4273 (starburst background, pink)
 Cut (2) 4f" x wof strips, recut into (10) 4f" squares for shoo�y blocks

Style 120-4274 (starburst background, purple)
 Cut (1) 4f" x wof strips, recut into (8) 4f" squares for shoo�y blocks

Skill Level: Intermediate
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Shoo�y Blocks
1. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the 

wrong side of the starburst background 4f" squares 
(style numbers 120-4271, 120-4272, 120-4273, and 
120-4274). Pair (2) matching starburst background 
squares with (2) matching shoo�y block 4f" squares 
with right sides together. Refer to the quilt photograph 
to pair the colors for the half square triangles or pair in 
color combinations of your own choosing. Stitch 4" 
on each side of the drawn line. Cut apart on the drawn 
line , fold open and press seam towards the darker 
fabric to produce (4) identical half square trianlgles. 
Make (72) half square triangles (18 matching sets).
See diagram 1.

2. Using a matching set of half square triangles and a 
matching 42" square for the shoo�y block center and 
(4) 42" (style 120-4270 circle stripe white) squares, 
make a shoo�y block. Make 18 blocks. See diagram 2.

Star Blocks
3. Sew a small triangle B (style 120-4270, starbust 

background white) to each side of a large triangle A 
(style 120-4231 dragron�y turquoise) to complete a 
star point unit. Make 68. Sew a 42" (style 120-4270 
starburst background white) to each side of 34 of the 
star point units to make the top/bottom bars of the 
star block. Sew remaining star point units to opposite 
sides of a 42" (style 120-4221, packed leaf, citrus) 
square to make the center bar of the star block. Sew 
the bars together to complete a star block. Make 17. 
See diagram 3. Make 14 additional star point units for 
inner borders.

Inner Pieced Borders
4. Align a 42" square (style 120-4270 starburst back-

ground white) to each end of a 42" x 122" rectangle 
(style 120-4251 circle stripe white), sew each square in 
a diagonal line from corner to corner. Trim excess 
fabric, fold out resulting triangles and press seams. 
Make 10. See diagram 4. Referring to the quilt 
assembly diagram, sew the units into 2 side borders 
and the top/bottom borders. Use the additional star 
point units, 42" (style 120-4270 starburst background 
white) squares to make 14units. Use (4) 42" x 82" 
(style 120-4270 starburst background white) rectangles 
to complete the top/bottom borders.

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Diagram 4

Shoo-�y Block

Star Block

Star Point Unit

Calypso

Make 14

Make 10
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Quilt Assembly 
5. Alternate the (18) shoo�y blocks and the (17) star blocks 

to sew 7 block rows. Odd numbered rows will have 3 
shoo�y blocks and 2 star blocks. Even numbered rows 
will have 2 shoo�y blocks and 3 star blocks. Sew the rows 
together.

6. Sew the side inner borders to the quilt center, then sew 
the top/bottom borders in place.

7. Sew the 1-1/2” x 92-1/2” (style 120-4252 circle stripe 
magenta) middle borders to opposite sides of the quilt 
top. Sew the matching 1-1/2” x 70-1/2” middle borders 
to the top/bottom of the quilt top.

8. Sew the outside borders (style 120-4201 large allover 
�owers and dragon�ies, citrus) to the quilt top in the 
same manner as the borders in step 7.

9. Layer quilt top, batting and backing. Quilt the layers 
together. Fold the binding in half lengthwise and press 
the fold line. Match raw edges of binding to outside 
edges of quilt and sew in place. Turn folded edge to back 
and stitch in place to �nish the quilt.

Calypso

Star Block Triangle – Template A

4f
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Cut 68

Cutting Diagrams

Star Point – Template B

Cut 68 as printed and
68 with template reversed
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Quilt Assembly Diagram
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